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Abstract: The World Wide Web today is growing rapidly. It has enabled a publishing explosion of useful internet
data, which bring out the fateful side effect of information overload. Now it is challenge for the search engines to
make available the relevant information to information seekers. Search engines mainly depend on crawlers to
download and index the web. The main task of crawler is to crawl the web for indexing purpose and keeps web pages
more up-to-minute, later used this method by search engine to satisfy the end user queries. Major part of the WWW is
dynamic therefore a need arises constantly to update the modified web pages continuously. A focused crawler is
dedicated to crawl and download a specific part of the WWW. This paper proposes a novel architecture of topic
specific crawler which is based on parallel crawling, which makes crawling function more scalable, operative and
payload-sharing among the various crawlers which work parallel and download web pages.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
The program that visits websites to crawl their pages and other data in favour of creating entries for a search engine index
is called as crawler. The major search engines on the WWW have corresponding program which is basically known as
crawler or sometimes spider. Entire thorough sites or specified pages can be selectively visited or indexed[12]. Crawlers
crawl throughout the website and scan a page at a time followed by the links to different pages on the website until all
pages present on the website have been scan. Due to huge size of World Wide Web, it is very tough task to gathered
useful information, also difficult to design high performance crawling systems. The search engines which works at very
large scale frequency updating their index to meet the user requirement and keep themselves up to date. But most of them
fail to do so and consume lots of resources and network bandwidth because size of the internet is very large. The basic
target of any crawler is to download important web pages first but while working in parallel each crawler may not be
aware about the all over collection of the web pages and it downloads the pages collectively at a time. It may increases
the downloading ability but it might lead towards poor crawling decisions.
The main objective of a focused crawler or topic specific crawler is to selectively restore pages which are proportional to
a pre-defined set of contents. Rather than gathering and making index of all affordable Internet documents to be capable
to response all possible ad-hoc queries, a topic specified crawler determine its crawl region to search the links that are
probably to be most affording for the crawl, and expel irrelevant area of the Internet. This leads to drastic savings in
hardware resources and network overloads, and helps in making the crawl more up-to-minute.
II.
RELATED WORK
In the year 1999, Soumen Chakrabarti et al. [1] proposed a new hypertext resource discovery system called Focused
Crawler. The main objective of the topic specified crawler is to particularly find out the pages that are applicable to a predefined collection of content. The collection of contents are specified and not used the keywords given by the users but
basically used the paradigmatic documents. Instead of collecting and indexing all popular web documents to make
answerable of all relevant ad-hoc queries of the users.
A topic specific crawler analyses its crawl limit to search the links or hypertext links which is most applicable for the
crawl purpose, and avoids inapplicable boundaries of the web [1]. This leads to meaningful savings in system hardware
and internet networks resources, hence it results in making crawler more up-to-the-minute. The architecture of focused
crawler shown in figure. 1.
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Fig. 1 Architecture of focused crawler
In [11] the year 2002, Junghoo Cho, Hector Garcia – Molina proposed a paper on parallel crawler. This paper basically
deals with the design and implementation of a effective parallel crawler. As we know that size of World Wide Web is
very huge, it becomes mandatory to parallelize the crawling mechanism, in order to complete the downloading process in
the given period of time. In this paper [11] the authors first of all proposed multiple architecture for the mechanism of a
parallel crawler and distinguish fundamental issues affiliated to the parallel crawling. The architecture of parallel crawler
are shown in figure. 2.

Fig. 2

Architecture of parallel crawler

III.
PROPOSED WORK
All In this paper a new architecture for topic specific focused crawler has been proposed. The proposed architecture work
in parallel by using C-Procs. The system will start a separate dedicated c-proc for every new topic added in the crawler.
The architecture is shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3 Proposed Architecture Work in Parallel by using C-Procs
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Major components of the proposed architecture are:
URL Distiller: - This module will perform the filtering task for focused crawler. It will fetch URLS from list of URLS
and check whether it is related to any of the topic or not. If it is related to any of the topic then distillers will add that
URLs to
URL-frontier of the corresponding c-proc which is dedicated to that topic. Otherwise distiller will add it in
the list of discarded URLs.
Topic related data: - It is a repository that will store the information related to topics. This information is helpful for
URLs distiller to decide whether URLs is related to topic or not.
C-Proc: - This module performs all the functions of an individual crawler. The proposed system initiates a separate
instance of c-proc for downloading pages for a particular topic
URL frontiers: - It is a list of URLs which are to be downloaded by c-proc. URLs are added in this list by the URL
distiller. C-proc fetch URLs from this list, download the web page, extract further out links from that page and add these
out links to list of URLs to be distilled by the distiller.
List of Discarded URLs: - It is a list of URLs which are not related to any of the topic.
Downloaded Pages: - It is repository in which downloaded web pages get stored. Pages in this repository will be stored
by the c-proc.
Crawler Administrator:- Crawler administrator is the key person to control the proper functioning of the proposed
crawler. The administrator initiates the seed URLs and topic related for each and every topic for which crawler is
dedicated.
Seed URLs: - it is a list of initial URLs from where crawling process will get started. The administrator provides an
initial list of URLs before starting the crawling process.
Procedure/Algorithm for topic driven focused crawler using Parallel Crawler:
1. The Crawler administrator enters the seed URLs for different topics on which crawler is focused. Administrator also
provide topic specific data to the URLs distiller which is helpful in relating a URL with given topics. This data
contain name of the topics, list of words in the domain of the topics etc.
2. URL Distiller (UD) fetches URLs from a list of URLs and check whether it is related to any of the topic or not. If
yes then UD add that URL to the URL frontier of the c-proc dedicated to that topic. If no then UD add that URL to
list of discarded URLs which are not related to any of the topics.
3. C-Procs fetches URLs from their specific URL frontiers, download the page, add that page in the repository, extract
hyperlinks from it and add these hyperlinks to the list of URLs. Thus c-proc does all the functions of a normal
crawler.
4. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated till list of URL is not empty or crawler stopped by the administrator.
IV.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The In this paper a new architecture for topic driven focused crawler with the help of parallel crawler has been proposed.
The proposed architecture tries to make the crawler scalable using c-procs and efficient by using URLs distiller. So this
proposed architecture will start the crawling process from a list of seed URLs for a specified topics and crawl the web
with a very fast speed by using C-Proc processes.
Further some work is needed to improve the working of URLs distiller to relate a URL to a topic. The proposed
architecture need to be implemented and tested on some topics and results are to be examined.
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